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The Phantom Region Central Germany



The Big Picture

 Research Project at Goethe University Frankfurt/Main
Investigating the unfolding processes of political exploitation of 
spatial concepts to legitimise and sustain political action

 Case Study: Central German Metropolitan Region

 Context: Political discourses of regional economy, 
culture, mobility, and family

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Today’s presentation illustrates first preliminary findings from an ongoing research project at the Goethe University Frankfurt / Main, GermanyThe research project is concerned with questions such as:How is Central Germany as a closed regional space utilised in political discourses around the issues of cultural identity, economic powerfulness and internal security?Which particular meanings are assigned to the region of Central Germany and do these vary in different political contexts?To what extent are these multi-dimensional spatialities ‘in becoming’ effective in political argumentation and governance?



Aims and Objectives



Aims and 
Objectives

This presentation aims to
 illustrate the interplay of multiple, coexistent, and 

becoming spatialities of regions

 exemplify the everyday utilisation of this multi-
dimensional spatial organisation by political 
stakeholders in an economic context

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
It is argued that changing spatial strategies focus on a patchwork of related references to territory, place and networkThe Central German Metropolitan Region is used as an example to demonstrate these arguments 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Central German Metropolitan Region: Political Alliance comprising three German federal states: Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, and ThuringiaRelatively new political alliance between nine core cities (federal states only observer status)Main focus of regional cooperation: business/science, culture/tourism, transport/mobility, family friendlinessExample illustrated in this presentation: economic contexts of the metropolitan regionNine Core Cities: Chemnitz, Dessau-Rosslau, Dresden, Gera, Halle, Jena, Leipzig, Magdeburg, and ZwickauCore cities are fundamental elements of the metropolitan region concept and form a city-networkNevertheless, territorial containers play important role in the concept of the region illustrated by federal state containerHowever: Fluctuating contours and structures of the region become apparent in different multi-faceted contexts
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Central 
German Solar 

Cluster

Solar Valley Central Germany

 Industry Cluster supported by:
 Ministry of Economics, Labour and Transport (S)
 Ministry of Science and Economics (S-A)
 Ministry of Economics, Labour and Technology (T)

 Institutionalised through Solarvalley Ltd
 Offices in Erfurt, Halle, and Dresden

 Registered Associations on Sub-regional Level

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Discourse of the Central German Solar ClusterAll three associated federal states are active players in Germany’s solar industryDespite the Metropolitan Region is organised around the nine core cities, the solar cluster is a matter of federal politicsAll three federal state governments actively communicate the Solar Valley as the Central German Solar ClusterThe Solar Valley region is institutionalised through the SolarValley Limited with offices in all three federal statesSolarValley Ltd consists multiple sub-regional registered associations
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Cluster
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Main locations of solar industry in Central Germany: Erfurt, Jena, Halle, and Dresden (PUSH)There are three main areas of the industry:Saxony: Silicon Saxony (registered association) Cluster of Solar Economy around Dresden and ChemnitzThuringia: Solar Input (registered association) Solar Cluster between Erfurt and JenaSaxony-Anhalt: No organisation representing solar industry in the federal state!!!These sub-clusters are constitute a network of solar industry sites (PUSH)Interesting, however, the Central German Solar Cluster includes the Solar Cluster Baden-Wuerttemberg (PUSH) as part of Central GermanyIn this context, Central Germany extends the official boundaries of the three federal states Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and Thuringia
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Cluster Chemistry / Plastics Central Germany

 Industry Cluster supported by:
 Ministry of Economics, Labour and Transport (S)
 Ministry of Science and Economics (S-A)
 Ministry of Economics, Labour and Technology (T)

 Ministry of Economics and European Affairs (BB)

 European Chemical Regions Network (ECRN)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Discourse of the Central German Chemical ClusterAll three federal state governments actively communicate the chemical industry as the Central German Chemistry ClusterHowever, only two federal states are active players in Germany’s chemical industryInteresting here is the fact that the federal state of Brandenburg is officially associated with the Central German Chemical Cluster although it is geographically ‘outside’ the regionA similar case as in the previous example of Baden-Wuerttemberg being part of Central Germany in the solar industry contextCentral Germany is also part of the European Chemical Regions Network
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
As we can see, Central Germany’s chemical industry is mainly located at the geographical centre of the region between Halle and Leipzig (PUSH)However, within the official discourse there is also a production site within the territory of the federal state of Brandenburg communicated (PUSH)Strikingly, in the official discourse, the chemical industry of Thuringia (e.g. around Jena) is completely ignoredOfficially, however, Thuringia is part of the chemical cluster of Central Germany (PUSH) even including the federal states of Brandenburg and BerlinAnother interesting fact is that although the official discourse is communicating the Central German Chemical Cluster as part of the European Chemical Regions Network, institutional associated is only the federal state of Saxony-Anhalt and not the other two states of Central Germany (PUSH)
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Region

Cluster Transportation and Logistics

 Industry Cluster supported by:
 City of Leipzig (Saxony)
 City of Halle (Saxony-Anhalt)

 Institutionalised as registered association:
Network Logistics Leipzig-Halle

 Cross-Sector Network in the Central German Region

 Access to Eastern European Markets

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Discourse of the Central German Logistics ClusterThis is an example of an industry cluster managed and supported on a city- and not federal state-level as we’ve seen beforeThe two city governments of Leipzig and Halle actively communicate the transport and logistics industry as the Central German Logistics RegionThe logistics region is institutionalised through the Network Logistics Leipzig-Halle (a registered association)The logistics region is conceptualised as cross-sector network connecting several industry clusters in Central GermanyAlso, the network is seen to provide improved access to other markets, in particular the Eastern European one
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German 
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Region

East-Europe

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
As we can see, Central Germany’s logistics cooperations are mainly located at the geographical centre of the region between Halle and Leipzig (PUSH)However, within the official discourse a cross-sectoral logistic and transportation network is communicated crossing the territory of all three federal states (PUSH)Moreover, this network is extended beyond the territorial boundaries of Central Germany discursively crossing federal state and national borders (PUSH)Another interesting fact is that the official discourse is communicating the Central German Logistics Region as ‘gateway’ to Eastern European markets (PUSH)This connection, however, is explicitly made between the Central Germany’s logistic and transportation ‘hub’ and Eastern Europe but not the region as a whole.



Preliminary Findings



Central 
German 

Metropolitan 
Region

 Regions are always in ‘becoming’
 They are temporal and never fixed

(even though they appear to be)

 Regions are multi-dimensional
 They are constituted by multiple spatialities

(places, networks, territories and more)

 Regions are territorial phantoms
 They have contextually different contours and shapes

(however, they draw on territorial container)



Thank You
Questions?
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